To get started press the touchpanel. You can then choose any of the available sources by selecting the associated labels (VCR, DVD, PC’S, ETC…) on the touchpanel bezel. Selecting the source on the bezel will open a new touchpanel page as illustrated below. There is a page for each source, although below we use only a few examples. Also note that source volume is controlled by the buttons on the bezel, this is different than the microphone volume that has its own button as shown.

Selecting the PC’S button will open the page above. This page will allow you to select to display the podium PC, a VGA connected laptop or an HDMI connected laptop. Press the icon (PC, Laptop or HDMI) associated with the source you will be using, and then select the send to projector buttons. You can send your source to either projector or both.

The Mics button will let you control the volume levels of the lectern and Wireless Mics or mute them when not in use.

Selecting the Enviro button will let you turn an individual projector on or off in the event you don’t need both. This page also has lighting controls that will let you turn the lights on and off, as well as utilize the preset lighting modes (A/V, Lecture, and Special) that provide different lighting combos.

***Remember when selecting sources to always choose a projector to send it to as well. You can also send a different source to each projector at the same time (E.g. Display the PC on the left screen and DVD on the right)